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18 January 2021 
 
 
Dear Parents, 
 
I would like to share some excerpts from Ofsted’s most recent publication (January 11 th 2021) about 
what they believe is working well with Remote Education. Although it is neither my intention to agree nor 
disagree with their findings, I believe it is prudent to consider the results of their study, ensuring that we 
are open to learning from the national picture. 

 
Ofsted - Here are 7 things that school must consider when providing remote education.  

 
1: Remote education is a way of delivering the curriculum 
The aim of education is to deliver a high-quality curriculum so that pupils know more and remember 
more. Remote education is one way of doing so. 
 
2: Keep it simple 

When using digital remote education, the platform we use shouldn’t be too complicated to use. Just as 
we don’t need ‘all-singing, all-dancing’ lessons in the classroom, remote education often benefits from a 
straightforward and easy-to-use interface. 
 
3: When adapting the curriculum, focus on the basics 

 Focus on the most important knowledge or concepts pupils need to know.  
 In many cases, practising and a focus on developing existing knowledge and skills, such as 

handwriting or simple arithmetic, may be useful. 
 

4: Feedback, retrieval practice and assessment are more important than ever. 
Learning isn’t fundamentally different when done remotely. Feedback and assessment are still as 
important as in the classroom.  

 

5: The medium matters (a bit) 
Pupils tend to spend longer accessing a remote lesson when they are using a laptop than when using a 
phone. Non-digital approaches should be considered as well. 
 
6: Live lessons aren’t always best 

Some think that a live lesson is the ‘gold standard’ of remote education. This isn’t necessarily the case.  
 
7: Engagement matters, but is only the start 
It’s harder to engage and motivate pupils remotely than when they are in the classroom. Communicating 
and working with parents, without putting an unreasonable burden on them, can help support home 
learning. We also need to check whether pupils have actually learned the content we want them to 
through assessment. Engagement increases when pupils feel part of the school or college community. 
Whole-school digital assemblies and feedback, for example through newsletters to pupils and parents, 
can help them feel part of the community even when learning remotely. 
 

Currently we have approximately 35% of children in school each day – these are the children of parents 
who have been identified as Critical Workers.  All children, whether at home or in school, are completing 
the same work set by teachers.  When teachers are in school they are setting up learning, marking the 
work completed and interacting with all children whether at school or home. The children in school are 
under the supervision of teaching assistants, which allows the teachers to concentrate on all the children 
in their class.  

http://www.holmfirthjinschool.net/


 

Thank you for so many positive comments this week, many of which have centred upon the daily 
greeting by the class teacher. The use of the communication channels via Seesaw and direct email has 
also served to iron out some teething problems. The “Collaboration” element of our curriculum has been 
most evident and I believe that we have seen an effective working partnership for the benefit of our 
pupils. It is essential that this line continues, for although we don’t enjoy hearing about problems, we 
enjoy even less hearing about anyone struggling. There are times when we all need support, therefore 
please continue to seek assistance for any query that you may have. 

 

Kind regards 

 

JRose 

 

J Rose 
Headteacher 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


